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Journal

  

December 23, 2010

Good news - I've been to my 6-month check-up with the cancer specialist at the Brisbane Mater hospital and I'm
still all clear. My CA125=5 and that's a great low value. We are celebrating!
It will be fun to go to the Woodford Folk Festival again after missing the last one. This time last year I was
waiting for surgery which was on 29th December. (This picture reminds me of my operation.)
A huge thankyou for your good wishes, love and support. I have received it loud and clear and I know it has
been really important for my recovery! How amazingly fortunate am I to be able to look back on a tough year
and remember much fun and love! I also cherish memories of special times with my lovely friends and family!
Best wishes for a Merry Christmas! xxx  

  

December 7, 2010

Washing and putting away my wigs, turbans & scarves yesterday has made me a little reflective - especially
also because Christmas is coming and I'm remembering the dramas of nearly 1 year ago.
My family and I are making plans for the Summer holidays going to SE Qld and the Woodford Folk Festival
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again, and it is so good to report I'm feeling better than ever!
These YouTube videos (links below) will give you an idea of some of the fun I've been having recently - at the
Yungaburra Folk Festival in October playing sax in the Whirled Dance Band
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMntas3QURk
and also in the kids' parade
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXfXLDjzdIo
If you catch a glimpse of me in the parade (dressed in grey & pink) don't ask what is the costume. Someone put
it over my head just as we started and I still haven't identified what critter I represent.
And here (above) is a photo from Helen's Val(edctory dinner) when she finished High School in November.
You can see that (I have hair and) Helen has a gorgeous dress that is one-of-a-kind. Sewing The Dress blew out
to a much bigger job than I anticipated, mainly because of my inexperience. What I mean is I was probably
crazy to attempt it! However, it was a great sense of achievement when the vision became reality.
I'll write again soon with news from my 6-month check-up in a couple of weeks' time. xxx
 

  

October 20, 2010

Here at last is a photo-panorama of my Hilton shop window display.
Now I'm off to practice my saxophone because my band is playing in a "blackboard session" at the Yungaburra
Folk Festival on Saturday.
Toot toot ..... xxx  

  

October 5, 2010

CA125 < 5 : Dr says "amazing recovery" !

I've just got home after my 3-month check-up with the doc in Atherton and it is fantastic news! I know I'm
feeling great, but it is so good to have that blood test result. Remember CA125 (tumour marker) under 35 is
normal, so mine is now LOW. For some people it is not a really accurate test, but the specialists said it appears
to be a very good indicator for me because I'm one of the lucky ones whose CA125 has showed a dramatic
response.

You are not the first to hear this news. I've had to tell a bunch of people in Atherton why I was skipping down
the main street laughing and crying.

I've been thinking this cancer experience was shorter than a pregnancy since it was about 7 months of medical
stuff.
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OK - I'm off to celebrate ... :)

PS Just a note about my shop window display (see last entry here) - the Hilton vetoed my sculpture saying it
doesn't fit with their 'classy' image. They didn't like the 'grunge look', so I had to take it away. However, my
cards, prints on canvas and other things are there. I still haven't been back down to Cairns to take some decent
photos of it all.

 

  

September 27, 2010

If you're in Cairns in the next 6 weeks take a look at my display in a shop window under the Hilton Hotel (on
the Esplanade). It is opposite the entry to the Casino. This is part of a project called 'When the Boats Come In',
aiming to beautify Cairns for visitors arriving on cruise ships. By giving artists this opportunity to promote their
art, Council hopes the vacant shops will look more interesting and less daggy. I put up a display of cards and
my prints on canvas, as well as other things including my 'Overfishin' & Overfashion' (legs) sculpture and even
the head from my old cassowary costume.

I'm feeling really healthy and happy. My first 3-monthly check-up with the doctor is next week so here's hoping
no nasty surprises. Now the weather is too hot for wigs and I'm going about without scarves and turbans too.
My hair is growing and standing on end. I suspect I'm starting to look like Bart!

  

September 6, 2010

What a long time since my last entry here, and that's because my days are full and computer time is short!

First a hair report - this photo will show you my regrowth. Sometimes when the mirror shows me a skinhead
thug, I still dress up in a wig or scarf.

My eyebrows and eyelashes came back first. It was very weird and quite funny to have a sort of “5 o'clock
shadow” where my eyebrows used to be. That was over a month ago but I didn't mention it then, purely out of
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vanity. I didn't want you all to be staring at my face to see the strange phenomenon behind my artwork with the
eyebrow pencil! I was drawing them on because my family pointed out to me that there are many facial
expressions that just don't work without eyebrows. Then again, it helps if they're drawn at the right angle!

I'm enjoying the freedom now that I can just put on shoes and walk out of the door instead of having to stop and
draw in eyebrows and pack an emergency kit (change of ileostomy bag, and so on).

Everything has been going really well and I'm feeling healthy and fit. I've started attending yoga classes again,
timidly at first, but since there have been no bad effects, now I'm working more strongly and confidently. I'm
playing my sax, riding my bike, walking and have been for a swim in the lake too. I still usually have a sleep
after lunch but the rest of the time I'm full of energy and rejoicing!

Mostly I don't look back - it feels a bit unreal, like a bad dream, with occasional waking moments. For example,
when the mango pickle oozed out of the Thermomix orifice I flinched with unwelcome memories of acid bowel
contents leaking from my stoma!

Lucie recently gave me the photos she took at yoga before Christmas. It was the very day I had been to the
doctor to ask about my swollen belly. I've posted a picture here in case it helps you to know what ovarian
cancer might look like. I'm in the front row in rainbow stripes. (Typical!)

I am still sometimes moved to tears by the amazing kindness and love that has supported me. The other day I
actually read my first few blogs – went right back to December and January for the first time – including the
entries posted by the family to say how I got through the big operation. Gulp! (My reason for delving was to
look for a date I needed, the start-up date on my portable internet account.)

I was reminded about that brilliant thing my family did, recording their voices reading aloud the written get-
well messages sent to me by loved ones near and far. At first I was in and out of sleep while listening, and then I
had these beautiful personal affirmations recorded on my mp3 player to listen to whenever I wanted. (I'm
mentioning this hoping it will be something we can all remember as an idea to help someone who is stuck in
hospital.) Those loving words were surely a very healing gift. No wonder I bounced back in health! Thankyou
and thankyou again for writing to me (then and since).

  

August 6, 2010
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My contribution to the local Artlanders exhibition (opening last night) is entitled
"OVERFISHIN' & OVERFASHION".

Here is the blurb that appears next to my artwork:

The fishnets unite these 2 issues that have been on my mind:

 

OVERFISHING is catching too many fish (or prawns etc.) so these animals
cannot sustain their population. The fish get fewer and fewer, until finally
there are none to catch. 

Overfishing is a threat to marine biodiversity, and it is changing evolution.
Lists of vulnerable species are available online.

If you eat seafood, make sure you know what you eat and try to pick the
ones with the lowest impact. 

 

OVERFASHION is a term I have coined for unethical and wasteful clothes
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shopping.

How does it feel to know that powerful business people control our fashion
choices? We can change our attitudes. For the sake of the environment,
think of the 3 Rs

        RESIST brainwashing by the media and advertisers

        REAPPEAR in our favourite gear

        RECYCLE - op' shop & swap

NB. Sweatshops are places where people work very hard for very low pay.
We can support ethical products and tell shop owners: I want to buy
clothes made under fair working conditions.

And here is some backstory: I wore most of this (and more weird stuff) to my High School reunion in 1995. It
was some sort of cathartic process to heal my bad memories of cringing through High School. I had this feeling
that I'd suppressed my real self, so I wanted to reverse this with a costume that displayed the major elements of
my life. The fishnets and fish, the mudcrab bag and the kelp and shell hat showed the years I had spent studying
and working in marine biology and completing a PhD on marine algal ecology. In addition I wore shoes, a
cloak, tattoos, jewellery and make-up that represented my family, art, dance and music. Yes, I did look bizarre,
and my Dad said “You can't go out wearing that!” as if 20 years hadn't passed at all. No one else was in fancy
dress at this formal function with nearly 200 guests. I will never forget my surprise when former schoolmates
and even teachers said “Birdie, you haven't changed a bit!” Then came the hilarious anecdotes reminding me of
the good times that I'd forgotten and the laughs we had shared. It certainly was a valuable and healing event for
me.
 

  

July 24, 2010
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Well, for once this entry won't be talking about the H-word (hospital) – but no doubt there will be plenty about
the other H-word (hair) as usual!

It has been lovely to be home and just doing normal things without any medical business at all! I've been
practising my digestive processes and getting pretty good at it too. My fitness is improving and I'm regaining
stamina. I have enjoyed getting back to work (ie selling some cards) and I'm preparing an artwork for a local
exhibition next month. There have been so many different activities to involve me that the days are flying past,
hence the big gap since my last report. All this means is that I'm doing ordinary things and not spending all my
time in front of the computer. :)

I think I sound obsessed with my hair (or lack of) but this is because it has provided such strange sensations. I
am surprised at myself that I haven't found it at all upsetting, but just entertaining. I'm sure this would have been
a different story if I didn't totally believe my hair would come back. About 4 weeks after my last chemo my
scalp showed a darker thicker understorey beginning to appear under the canopy of pale thin alien fluff. It
looked very odd so about 10 days' ago I took the clippers and gave myself a number 1 cut. It seemed a good
idea at the time! Now my hair is 4mm long (Helen just measured it) so that isn't much, eh? But at least now we
are measuring and not merely counting the hairs. In terms of hairiness I may still look like Homer but in my
dreams I am Marj!

These are the secrets under my hat. It is perfect weather for beanies and wigs, and much too wintery to show my
head.
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July 8, 2010

Just a quick note to let you know that my surgeon rang to tell me the good news that the little lump (nodule)
removed from my intestines the other day turned out to be only a bit of scar tissue and nothing to worry
about!!!! What a relief, and he also sounded very happy to be able to reassure me.
OK, back to my healing rest and rehab in Bris for a couple more days - then home on Sunday.
xxx  

  

July 4, 2010

I'm out of hospital now, discharged yesterday. The nurse said I deserve a gold star for rapid recovery. I'm still
resting lots and test-driving my renovated digestive system. So far so good!
Mum arrives today, so I will have all my nearest family around me. What more could a patient want?
I'm reading all your messages and I love hearing from you. Thankyou!! xxx  

  

July 2, 2010

Everything is going really well. My op was at 9:45am yesterday, then I was out of the recovery ward at about
1:30pm feeling cross-eyed but very very happy!

I can't even feel the little cut where the port came out, and the other wound is only sore if I use my abdominal
muscles, which I'm rapidly relearning not to do. I can stand and walk around, but I seem to be napping
frequently, presumably as the anaesthetic is still wearing off. No food yet – only clear fluids to drink and I'm on
a drip.

The surgeon told me they cut off a 4mm 'nodule' from my intestine and we are waiting for a report from
Pathology as to what this is. What a worry, although my Ca125 (cancer marker in the blood test) is still nice and
low in the 'normal' range.

Today I hope to talk with the physiotherapist about an exercise plan for the next little while, and we are all
waiting for some sign of life from my reconnected bit of bowel.

It looks like a beautiful day outside. Thankyou for your thoughts and love – I'm receiving loud and clear! xxx
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July 1, 2010

Just a quick note from my hospital bed at the Mater in Brisbane. I'm back here with the city view (not the figtree
this time) ready for my operation in the morning (ileostomy reversal and IP port removal). I have had a lovely
day with non-stop wonderful visitors and many laughs! I thought I might have time much earlier to write
something here on my blog, but there has just been too much fun to be had in between the various procedures
(appointments with specialists, X-rays, ECG, blood test, paperwork, etc). I expected to be occupied all
afternoon with some sort of disgusting bowel prep but apparently that wasn't necessary after all. :) On the other
hand I didn't expect my troublesome stoma to throw in a last little 'tantie', but yes, it has been prolapsing and
then I've also had to change the whole kit tonight due to leakage, so I have broken burnt skin and every problem
I know – BUT IT'S THE LAST TIME!

I'm told the op will take about 1.5 hours, followed by another 1.5 or so hours in recovery, then maybe a couple
more days in hospital, but not much of a set-back to my general health. I'm feeling really well so I'm very
confident about recovering quickly from this and I'm sure I will enjoy the benefits!

Thankyou for all your messages and good wishes!! I'll let you know how it goes as soon as I get a chance.

xxx

  

June 21, 2010

Phooey! I found out today that I can't join in the Pazopanib trial after all. Recruitment has closed because the
researchers have reached their quota of participants.
I'm disappointed because it seems like te treatment has great potential. However, life is simpler without all the
planning for endless trips to Brisbane. I seem to have been flat out lately with sorting all the information and
following up questions to do with the trial.
Now maybe I can get back to my other reading backlog!  

  

June 18, 2010
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I am really enjoying feeling well and being home, although lately I've been preoccupied with planning again -
for the next Brisbane trip when I have my operation to reverse the ileostomy (2nd July).

I am thinking I will sign up for the Pazopanib trial and here at last I've written something about it:

Fast-growing cancer needs to be fed with a really good blood supply. An aggressive tumour organises this itself
by releasing a chemical factor towards the nearest passing artery, causing it to make a new blood vessel to
connect with the tumour. This is angiogenesis. The anti-angiogenesis drug Pazopanib blocks the chemical
factor, or reception of it, preventing the new blood vessel growth so the new tumour starves.

The first generation of this drug is Avastin (administered by IV) which I think has been thoroughly tested and
approved in the US for treatment of renal cancer (kidneys). It has been tested for all sorts of cancers and the
biggest response was for renal cancer so it was quickest to get approval for that.

Pazopanib is a 2nd generation drug and has been through Phase 1 and 2 testing for ovarian cancer which means
now it's time to test it on a much wider group of women to gather more data on its performance. For the ethics
committee to approve this Phase 3 trial they would have to have been convinced that there is good evidence that
it may prevent cancers growing (or in the worst case do nothing to the cancer).

Pazopanib comes as a tablet to be taken daily at home. The trial is to monitor 900 women across 14 countries
taking the drug for 12 months. The trial is double-blind, so 50% of the women take a placebo and neither they
nor the doctor knows who. The trial continues for about 4 more years. After that it could be more years before
the TGA approves the drug for general use in Australia and even then it might be very expensive and not
offered to public patients. At the end of the 12 months there is a chance the specialist may authorise that his
patients continue on Pazopanib if the benefits are already proven. This would be a maintenance treatment in
future, with people like me taking the drug for life. All the medical people I've consulted emphasise that this
trial is my best chance to benefit from this promising new treatment of the future.

There are long lists of possible side effects, most of them pretty rare, but the 3 main ones they told me to think
about are:

1 fatigue – I might be lucky since I didn't suffer much with the IV & IP chemo.

2 blood pressure rise – my BP has always been excellent to low so a bit of a rise mightn't be a problem. It is
controlled with medication if it gets too high.

3 liver function problems – 1 in 100 people on this drug can have this serious side effect and they would
immediately drop out of the trial. Liver function is monitored intensively to detect problems.

Anyone with heart problems wouldn't be suitable for this treatment because they might need the ability to grow
healthy new blood vessels to bypass a blockage. Otherwise, there don't seem to be any warnings for anti-
angiogenesis.
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The trial is voluntary and I can drop out at any time if I can't tolerate the side effects, or for any reason.

The pre-screening and checkup appointments are all in Brisbane with the research team (can't be anywhere
else). This involves weekly appointments for 3 weeks, 3-weekly checks for 3 months and 3-monthly checks till
12 months. I think the cost of my trips will be covered by the hospital system. I would probably start on the
drug at the end of August.

Here are some pros and cons of joining in the Pazopanib trial:

Advantages

1 Pazopanib may prevent tumours coming back. On the trial I'd have a 50% chance of this advantage (otherwise
placebo).

2 More thorough testing and care even if on placebo.

3 More free trips to Brisbane and potentially time with Janet.

4 Helping develop better treatment for ovarian cancer to help women in future

Disadvantages

1 Side effects

2 Unknowns from a drug so new.

3 More time away from home.

  

June 6, 2010

I am home at last with 4 weeks ahead to relax and enjoy being here before returning to Brisbane for surgery
(scheduled for 2nd July). Looking back over the the last 4 months, the difficulties are already receding and I
would summarise that the chemo wasn't too bad. The care is so excellent. Those amazing chemo nurses do
everything to make us as comfortable as possible. The stoma complications were a much bigger challenge. This
last time was the worst when it came to prolapsing, including stoma tricks too gross to describe! I had to keep
reminding myself I can get through this patch because it will settle down soon (I hope)!
Evan has been fantastic and such a lovely carer for me. Memories of this time we spent together will stay with
me forever. Janet is incredible the way she thinks of everything and has provided solutions to things before they
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ever could become problems. Thanks to her and my great family (extended) and friends it hasn't been a hardship
travelling to Brisbane so often. Yes, it has actually been fun! At the same time it has intensified my enjoyment
of being home with John and Helen.
By the way, those 2 chemo drugs I was having are not so alien if I think of their ingredients. Paclitaxel is
derived from the Yew tree (Taxus sp.) and Cisplatin is a form of platinum. The work done in the laboratory has
given much more careful control of dosage than if I was to go back to the original forms, and that seems
important with substances this strong.
I'm still not ready to explain about the Pazopanib trial that I'm considering as there's so much for me to take in.
I'll write more when I can.
With the distractions of the busy treatment regime over, I find I'm beginning to ask myself if I can accept the
realities of being a person with cancer. It must sound strange, but sometimes I still can't believe any of it is true.
I've been a little teary lately and I suppose there's plenty of grieving to catch up with. Even without the scary
monster of cancer to contemplate, I do believe there's grief with every transition – just letting go of the old
expectations and moving to the new. I've always been so strong and healthy, independent and able. This disease
definitely doesn't not fit with my self image! I wonder if I will still live my dream to be a wonderful and
eccentric old woman who is fun to be with, like my own dear Mum! At a couple of low points in my life I have
felt cheered by donating blood. (Even if I can't do anything else, I make good blood.) But now the Red Cross
won't want my blood and I'll probably have to drop off the organ donor register too. These are just some
thoughts as I struggle with reality. I am fortunate that I usually find it quite easy to focus on the present, so that
will be a pleasure. I suppose the trick is to attempt to balance this with small healthy amounts of reflection and
forward planning, so that's my goal now.  

  

May 29, 2010

Last you heard I was in Atherton hospital coping with a small bowel obstruction (SBO). I'm fine now, and
really sorry about the big gap in entries here. So much has been happening!

I was out that Sunday afternoon and happier than ever to be home with my family, except that almost exactly
the same thing happened on the next Friday evening. After an unpleasant night of sickness the blockage cleared
at home on Saturday morning while I was doing “cat pose” (yoga), so I didn't go in to hospital. However, I
battled dehydration all weekend and had to stay in bed.

There was time for some reading and I learnt that adhesions occur in probably 90% of people after abdominal
surgery. It's not just sticky intestines, but also the development of thickened bands spiralling around them. Not
everyone with adhesions has trouble, but SBO is very common. There's a surgical treatment, but obviously this
is likely to lead to more adhesions, so it would be a last resort. I found one mention of a physical manipulation
technique (massage) available for a price in the US (Wurn Technique) but none of the doctors I've asked could
comment on it. Small meals might help, but there's not much help offered for anything else to do, or not do, for
preventing SBO :( I lost 2kg over the 3 week cycle, presumably due to 2 weekends of complete starvation.
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At Monday's blood test my white cell count was rather low and the Mater oncologists phoned to suggest I do
another blood test next morning. On Tuesday my neutrophyl count had risen a little so now the doctors said OK
come on down. Therefore this cycle (my last) is delayed by just one day. I was pretty busy arranging and
reorganising all my travel plans, but here I am in Brisbane now, with Evan to look after me.

Thursday's IV chemo went well but predictably after Friday's tight bellyful of IP chemo, my stoma prolapsed
again. By the way, just for the complete experience, I'd had a week of stoma retraction – another complication.
This is where the stoma disappears under the level of the belly wall, which would be wonderful except that it's
impossible to seal up the appliances against it and the result is painful burnt skin around the area. Because of
this problem I was almost looking forward to the prolapse, but I had a rough evening on Friday wrestling with
it. I'm managing again now and have had a really lovely time this weekend with Evan, walking and visiting
West End and the Art Gallery.

Here are a few little things I might not have mentioned before:

To decorate our flat in Brisbane, I have a small curtain signed with messages from friends and family
(Janet's idea). What a cheer-up!

Each chemo trip I enjoy a personal lesson in mindfulness meditation by an amazing Occupational
Therapist at the Mater. I'm still marvelling at the luck that brought me this gift.

Reg Leonard House is managed by a saint (or is she an angel?) who has been a terrific help.

I still have the thinnest of (nearly invisible) eyebrows – it is so weird!

I can jump puddles and walk straight up hills (slowly) again now :)

My LAST CHEMO session is on Thursday – what a milestone!!

As for what next, I will come to Brisbane again in July for surgery to reverse the ileostomy and remove the IP
port.

The Oncology specialist has recommended that I join a research trial of 900 women with ovarian, fallopian tube
and cervical cancer across 14 countries to test the anti-angiogenesis drug, Pazopenib. He says it is the up and
coming best treatment according to all the tests so far. Sorry to have broken into medi-speak. I am still reading
all about the trial and asking my millions of questions. My ongoing care and check-ups will depend on my
decision about the trial, so there's lots for me to think about and I'll let you know more later.
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May 15, 2010

Here I am back on the Tablelands and taking each day as it comes because you just never know what's going to
crop up!

I'm in Atherton Hospital this weekend due to obstructed intestines again. Groan! I flew home on Friday and felt
fine till the evening when the pain began. Apparently after surgery it is common for intestines to become
adhesive and stick shut, then they can even twist around the blockage. Having experienced this 3 months ago, I
knew to immediately stop all food and drink. I wriggled and writhed all night long, and poked and massaged,
trying to fix it, but yesterday I began vomiting and was becoming dehydrated. We came in to the hospital at
4:30pm and I was put on a drip for rehydration. The blockage seems to have resolved itself in the night and I'm
waiting now for the doctors' go-ahead to try food.

Oh well, at least I seem to only have to face one problem at a time and not all at once! I feel so happy and
relaxed again about the ileostomy after sorting out the prolapse. My last home time was pretty stressful while
muddling through management of that problem. When I flew to Brisbane with Houdini taped in I was really
ready for some advice from the specialist. My appointment with the surgeon was on Thursday morning, just
before another tight bellyful of chemotoxin and fluid. Imagine my reaction when he said, “I want to put a
catheter in your stoma and blow it up” ! (BaBoom!! ??) What he meant was he'd blow up a small balloon at the
end of the catheter under my body wall to block the exit. This seemed to work, although it was a nuisance to
have the remaining 30cm or so of catheter (long rubber tube) dangling out and having to be stuffed in the bag
where it was quite bulky. The surgeon sent search parties all over the hospital for the smallest catheter available
and he didn't want to try a condom or waterbomb balloon (my suggestions).

However, by that evening the balloon had come out anyway, and the prolapse with it, under pressure from my
bloated abdomen. I was back to the sticky tape method again. The surgeon and the stomatherapy nurses I
consulted could not think of any reason why not to continue this way as the skin-friendly tape was working for
me. They actually seemed to take notes about my innovation (for which I thank Manja who first suggested it!
xxx)

Here in Atherton Hospital they're taking extreme caution about my neutropenia (lack of white blood cells to
fight infection) and cytotoxicity (chemotoxins in my body). I'm isolated in a single (“prison”) room and no one
enters without wearing serious safety gear and a facemask. At least I haven't had to watch other people eating
breakfast while I'm still on “nil by mouth”.

My Brisbane trips really haven't been a hardship THANKS to my lovely attentive family and friends coming
over to visit me while I'm there! It was wonderful to spend this time with Mum as my carer. We had fun
together and the days flew. The weather was beautiful for walks along Southbank and other outings. Janet
joined us for 3 days and we celebrated Mum's birthday (Sat) as well as Mother's Day (Sun).

Maybe the poisoning is starting to build up as I've been having some minor side effects such as a sore rash on
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the backs of my hands, strange black marks like bruises on my feet, bleeding nose, unpleasant taste in my
mouth and more days of feeling nauseous mid cycle. This time I also had a Monday in bed wiped out by
dehydration (diarrhoea). However, my CA25 cancer marker is now down to 23 and I have only one more chemo
cycle to go! This fantastic thought will carry me through the next weeks.

  

May 5, 2010

For those of you who, like me, are interested in anemones, cunjevois and other invertebrate sea creatures, here
is a fascinating and extraordinary fact (but skip if you are squeamish): The ileum (part of the small intestine) is
a flexible tube and the stoma is the open end, stitched securely to my belly. A prolapse means that a length of
the tube has escaped by turning inside out, telescoping, like a sock. (I'm sure there's a marine coelenterate with
similarities.) Therefore the protruding bit is 2 layers thick and when it gets swollen, it can be very difficult to
poke back in.

I have been getting hints from medical people over the phone including conflicting advice such as 'leave it out'
versus 'poke it in'. I left it out for 3 days but it was really uncomfortable and when it went purple I decided I'd
better do something. Armed with honey, I bravely tackled it and after quite a struggle, I won! When I had it
inside I TAPED IT DOWN! I couldn't get anyone in authority to endorse this idea so here I am experimenting
on myself out of sheer desperation. When one lives in the bush and when there are 2 long weekends in a row so
experts aren't available by phone, well, you end up having to improvise. When in doubt try duck tape! (Actually
I have some special skin-friendly security strips.) It seems to work and what a relief to now have a hands-free
kit!

So that's the latest, and on Monday I seem to have come up with enough white blood cells to qualify for another
trip to the poisoner (Phew!) I flew back to Brisbane yesterday and the adventure continues. IV chemo went OK
today. I wonder how I will cope with the intraperitoneal fluid (2 litres) tomorrow! First I have an appointment
with the specialist so I'm looking forward to hearing what he can tell me. Meanwhile how lovely I am spending
this 10 days with my Mum who has come up from Sydney to be with me!

  

May 1, 2010

It is so beautiful and cool in Yungaburra, soft and green. Many people are complaining about it raining every
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day, but not me. I'm so happy to be here at all!

On the other hand I've done my share of whingeing this week as my stoma continues to play up. Someone joked
that maybe that's the doctors' strategy, “Aha – let's put a hole in her tummy and she'll be so busy figuring that
out that she'll never notice the chemotherapy.”

I've been struggling with the prolapse, puddling around with honey and trying a handy stomacare product which
is something like 'No More Gaps'. Apart from being sore and weird, the prolapse also is leading to more leakage
which means acid burns and loss of sleep. At my most desperate I've even cut back on food (smaller input = less
output = easier to manage). Those who know my legendary appetite will realise this is serious!

I'm looking forward to seeing the Gynae-Onc specialist for advice in Brisbane on Thursday although I'm not
confident there's much can be done for me since a fix-up op is out of the question till chemo is over and I'm able
to heal and fight infection again.

I've nearly forgotten to mention the fun I've had this week and also I've actually done a bit of 'work' ringing lots
of card shops and taking some orders (while being careful not to work my guts out). It's just that I'm really
preoccupied with stoma dramas day and night. I hope next entry I can report some sort of success with this
challenge.

Note: I gather 25% of stomas do prolapse and there's no real prevention – it's just one of those things. It isn't an
emergency unless the protruding bit of intestine suffers strangulation and starts to turn blue. What then? I
wonder does it drop off? (Why does this sound so good?)

I have been saying that when this is all over I will be the one you can hear singing in the toilet, rejoicing to be
functioning as nature intended! I vow I will never never take my bowel for granted!

  

April 23, 2010

I feel really happy to now have the 4th chemo cycle behind me and only 2 more to go – the end in sight! The
trip to Brisbane with my friend, Manja, was lovely! She looked after me so attentively and we had lots of fun
together too. My time is really sociable these days. I love catching up with family and friends when I can
between rests.

The first week of this chemo I felt fantastic again but the 2nd week I did not, unfortunately. I had 2 days feeling
a bit sick, then another bellyful of chemo, followed by a night of abdominal cramps. The next morning I felt
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fine but by the afternoon I was in the Emergency Department at the hospital because of a prolapsed stoma. The
pressure of the fluid (cytotoxin) they had pumped into my body cavity seems to have pushed my intestines out
of the stoma.

As this happened late on the afternoon before our travel day, the big worry was whether the problem could be
fixed quickly and not delay our trip home. Fortunately I was admitted immediately and the medical staff knew
what to do. Imagine my surprise when the nurses wanted to first smear the area with honey! They also were
rather amused and puzzled since their instructions to apply honey or brown sugar had come with no
explanation. Later the doctors told me it's an osmosis thing - the sugar prep helps to reduce the swelling before
they poked my guts back in. I was sedated for the procedure but allowed to leave an hour later.

Then followed an unforgettable evening coping with the drama when it popped back out again and I learned to
fix it myself. I wished I'd been awake to watch the experts at work. I gather they had given me some advice, but
too early – I only looked like I was awake!

I hope I haven't already given you too many details and put you off your breakfast, but just ask me if you ever
need to live with an ileostomy because it has been quite a learning curve and there are plenty of handy hints I
could share. Sometimes I wonder if there is ever an end to the challenges of stoma care!

So now I'm home again with the usual feelings of relief and joy to be with my family again in this beautiful
place. The flight went really well yesterday and my stoma seems to be OK for now with constant attention. I
feel a bit like the child with his finger in the dyke saving Holland!

  

April 15, 2010

Here I am in Brisbane again for Chemo round 4. No delay this time because somehow I managed to grow back
enough white blood cells to meet the doctors' approval. I'm really glad about this. It seems a very good thing to
be on schedule and get another session behind me, even though I had in mind some ideas for enjoying a bonus
week at home if I have to!

The oncologists at the hospital say they're very happy with my progress and the way my body is responding to
the treatment. My Day 1 with IV chemo was OK yesterday and now I'm plugged in for my IP treatment. My
dear friend, Manja, has accompanied me as carer on this trip and I'm really loving having this special time with
her.

My 10 days at home were lovely and the best thing was being with John, Evan and Helen and some of my
friends. I get disappointed that I can't catch up with everyone that I hope to, but rest is still a priority and the
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days fly past. My strength is still improving and at last I can swim (properly) in the lake again and play my
saxophone too (not both at the same time) (yet! Ha ha!)

Greetings and love to you my friends and family xxx

  

April 2, 2010

I'm HALFWAY THROUGH my chemotherapy now! 3 cycles behind me and just 3 more to go. What a great
feeling!

This trip was the best so far as I seem to be still improving and regaining strength (now 3 months after surgery).
The weather was lovely and cooler so we enjoyed many walks and outdoor activities. I will cherish memories
from this fortnight shared with Evan (who accompanied me as my carer this time) and Janet!

We visited the art galleries, botanic gardens, reverse garbage, maritime museum, saw 'Alice in Wonderland' in
3D at the IMAX cinema, had a barbecue at Southbank and joined a free yoga class in the park and another
barbecue at Kangaroo Point watching the abseilers. One evening we took Janet's portable crockpot with a hot
meal to a lookout spot on the Goodwill Bridge to enjoy the city view for tea. On our last night we rode by ferry
down to Bulimba for fish and chips and a look at the bookshops. I love the river ferries and am really becoming
fond of Brisbane. It is impressive to see the crowds out walking, cycling and enjoying the city in the late
afternoons. I even rode Janet's bike along the riverside myself one day.

After wasting away in hospital I was in despair of my funny little stick legs but now I have calf muscles again.
(Buttocks are next.)

After Janet's shave, she and I attended a Cancer Council “Look Good Feel Better” workshop with make-up and
other hints for the hairless. We also were given an excellent private lesson in mindfulness meditation with a
hospital Occupation Therapist. Janet's shave party was a highlight and I admire her bravery as well as her
attitude of wanting to share my experience. Hanging around with me, she was indeed mistaken for a cancer
patient at times too!

Contrary to what I expected, I find that I've been feeling best immediately after the chemo, then it is on Day 6
and 7 that I begin to feel a bit nauseous and more tired. The Oncology nurses say this must be the effect of the
anti-nausea medicine wearing off over time.
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Where I go for 9 days each fortnight is a focal point for suffering families, and hearing their stories is very
humbling. My heart goes out to those with little or no support, especially elderly patients whose loved ones
have predeceased them. Then there are patients who are themselves in a caring role or with more than one
cancer sufferer in the family. For others cancer has come on top of disability so the difficulties are compounded.
Many people are in treatment because their cancer has come back so their journey has been a roller coaster with
the repeated trauma of hearing a medical estimate of only months or years to live.

Cancer diagnosis is no gift, although it may be possible to appreciate positives from any calamity and this helps
us get through it. The love and support of family and friends and the wonderful unforgettable sharing with those
closest to me ameliorates the painful time.

Although the doctors have only given me excellent reports and predicted “the best possible outcome” so far,
naturally I am confronted with my mortality. With shock and disbelief there is sadness and fear, although I think
maybe I haven't had to face fear so much yet. I still think I can cope with whatever lies ahead and I'm glad of
my age because of the stuff I have at least learned so far. For example, it took me a while to get the hang of
caring and loving without excessive worrying and control issues. (OK, ongoing learning here, but I've come a
long way!) Here is a sobering thought: I'd like to die a good death, to ease the suffering of my loved ones, but
this is likely to be something I can't control.

For me it comes down to the old questions of when to accept and when to challenge, requiring serenity, courage
and wisdom. Of course I'm working on all of these (who isn't?) and I hope to have another 50 years to master
these elusive skills.

Terminal illness touches all of our lives and most of us have some personal connection with cancer or similar –
so best wishes to all of you as you cope with thinking about this yourselves. While on the topic, here are a few
more of my thoughts:

My cancer is not my fault.

Bad things do happen to good people.

You can't compare people's pain/suffering.

Everyone has serious challenges to face.

We all die in the end.

 

I am at home again now after we flew up yesterday. It is so good to be here with John and Helen again and what
a treat that now it is Helen's school holidays!
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March 27, 2010

Today Janet (my sister) was shaved and you can see how beautiful she is in the photos! I won't post a total for
the funds she has raised for the Leukemia Foundation because the money seems to be still coming in
(THANKYOU!!) - over $1400
We had fun, and I am so proud of Janet!
I have put up a few photos here in my Caring Bridge album.
More photos of Janet are on her blog:
Janet's shave pics

 

  

March 26, 2010

Janet is shaving her head tomorrow!! THANKYOU again from both of us for all your support and donations!
She has been collecting some fantastic decorations and dress-ups, so be sure to check her site for photos: click
below
Janet Bishop SHAVE for a CURE

I've had 2 more days of chemotherapy here in Brisbane at the Mater Hospital and again it hasn't been too bad. I
can cope with swelling up and feeling bloated overnight but please spare me the nausea! I felt queasy last night
but this morning I'm fine again I think. The nurses gave me emergency anti-nausea pills to pop, so I did that,
along with the rest of the take-away medication. The other things I think that help me are walking, resting and
drinking lots of water so I'm concentrating on these. Then there's enjoying this special time with Evan and
Janet! (John stayed home with Helen this time. She has her last 2 weeks of term with plenty of exams and
assignments.)

In the chemo ward I meet patients with all sorts of cancers and different chemo treatments, ALL of them worse
off than me! My little 6x3 chemo cycles is looking quite short and I do feel fortunate to be staying so well. I
have one more (intraperitoneal) session on Wednesday, then Evan and I fly home on Good Friday.

Love and best wishes to you all, with thanks for your fantastic support xxx
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March 17, 2010

Yes, if their blood was tested any bod in the street would have a cancer marker level under 35.
The cancer marker test looks for an increase in a certain protein (cancer antigen-125) in the blood indicating
ovarian cancer is present. There is a much more accurate test coming in about 18 months we are told, but for
now a drop in Ca-125 is the best sign that the chemotherapy has hit the target.
Thanks everyone for your happy feedback and kind wishes :)
xxx  

  

March 17, 2010

... trumpet fanfare & drum roll ...
My cancer marker in Monday's blood test has come right down to 30, which is in the normal range (<35)
- HOORAY!!
I still need to complete the chemo treatment, but this result is the best possible news at this stage so I am
ecstatic!
Now to celebrate with a cup of green tea and some blueberries...  

  

March 15, 2010

We knew it is possible but we were told it was unlikely and now it has happened: my chemo has been delayed
by 1 week because I failed the blood test on Monday.

My neutrophil count is “dangerously low”, according to the oncology nurse at the Mater when we talked by
phone. Neutrophils are the white blood cells I need for fighting infection.

I was all packed for flying to Brisbane today but now I will stay home till next Tuesday. All subsequent cycles
will also be 1 week later.

I was surprised! I've been feeling so well that John even joked perhaps they didn't give me enough of the stuff!
OK, now we know they did.

I'm still waiting to hear the new level of cancer marker in my blood – very low I hope!
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These Brisbane trips take some planning. Evan was to accompany me this time but he has a cold so we spent
Sunday thinking of all new arrangements to exclude him because I must avoid infectious people. Booking the
air tickets and accommodation involves paperwork for the local hospital as well as the Mater. The Cancer
Council didn't have any volunteers available to collect me from Brisbane airport so once again we were calling
on dear friends to help. So delaying the trip involved phoning to cancel all this and more – rather exhausting.

Now it is sorted out I can go back to taking each day as it comes and – well, it feels like a bonus to have another
week at home, hopefully feeling well enough to enjoy it!

Whatever will next week bring? Possibly a cyclone ...!

  

March 12, 2010

My amazing sister JANET BISHOP is doing the shave for a cure for the Leukemia Foundation. Her
shave date is 21st March, so after that you'll have to look closely to tell us 2 baldies apart!. If you want to
make a donation to her fundraising appeal and watch her progress here is a link to her page
Janet Bishop's SHAVE for a cure
Our heartfelt thanks to those who have already donated!

I've had a lovely week and I'm very grateful that I feel almost normal most of the time! I need rests, but in
between them I have plenty of energy. The flight home last Friday was no problem and I am really happy to be
back at home in this beautiful part of the world with my wonderful family!

Mum flew back to Sydney on Monday after we had great fun with her all weekend. It has been terrific having
her to stay.

Although I can't be sure, I have this idea that maintaining a high fluid intake is a vital factor for my wellbeing
and I wonder if I was a little dehydrated on my “off” days in the last cycle.

Evan and I fly south again on Tuesday for my next chemo. When in Brisbane we are happy staying in a flat at
Reg Leonard House each time and I think we will stick with this arrangement because it is very reassuring to be
right there at the hospital in case of any dramas, not to mention convenient to walk in for chemo. We are self-
catering there and it is a great location handy to Southbank and the city.
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March 3, 2010

Decimated! We can use that word for smashing the cancer marker from 500 to 53 last week. The goal is to drop
to the normal range in the next bloodtest on 15th March - that's reaching a score of 35 or lower. No wonder I
was so hyped up on Wednesday after receiving such good news. Something had me sitting up late playing with
words – maybe also the steroids they gave me. Anyway, thanks for your tolerant response to my bad hair day
report :)

On Thursday I experienced my first intraperitoneal (IP) chemotherapy and it was OK. First I had lots of IV pre-
meds (anti-nausea etc) in my arm and then the strongest chemo drug, Cisplatin, via a needle through the port in
my midriff into my body cavity. It is quite a thought, all that toxin flushing around the “space” occupied by my
intestines, bladder, liver, spleen, kidneys, etc. My belly swelled up uncomfortably but that's all. The kind and
friendly patient in the next bed shared her alarming experiences, so I was incredibly grateful that I continued to
feel well that night and through the next 3 days! Janet and John stayed with me all day and we walked back to
our flat. We also had another walk after tea. In fact the main agenda for the days off has been walking and
resting. On Monday I was very dizzy whenever I stood up but this passed, then on Tuesday I felt a bit nauseous
(but it could have been worse). I'm thanking my lucky stars to have apparently got off fairly lightly so far.

We are still untangling the intricacies of the hospital system as it applies to country patients. The paperwork
(forms to fill in) seems to be an endless puzzle, but perhaps we haven't been paying enough attention.
Sometimes our questions take us round and round and round in circles! The hospital travel officer books our
plane tickets and wants to do it the day before travel so we know if I'm well enough after chemo. However, after
my day in bed on Monday perhaps we can't predict when I'll wake up feeling too sick to fly. The airline needs
24 hours for a cancellation. We're gambling on flying Friday again but still don't know what will happen if I
can't do it.

The Mater social worker has cottoned on and is willing to swear blue in the face that we are not trying to rort
the system – We just want to get home!

Belly tight now – after they poured in the chemical again today. This time it was Paclitaxel through the IP port,
and this also went OK. I'm reminded of Kuefo's song in pidgin. She visited us from the PNG Highlands year's
ago, baked a cake and composed a song for Helen's birthday party. We danced and sang about celebrating and
eating cake. The last line was “belly tight now” and all fall down! (Picture a beached whale – is how I feel
tonight.)

The chemo nurses said the steroids might be giving me the initial burst of wellbeing. Perhaps this is the factor to
give me confidence to book the homeward flight.

John has explored all around this pretty part of Brisbane and figured out suitable walks for me when I'm able.
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Now I'm sometimes struggling for blood oxygen (due to chemo damaging the blood cell production in my bone
marrow) I'm zig-zagging more than ever when hills can't be avoided. I'm thrilled with this tactic and can simply
do dozens of tacks to keep my walk nearly flat, and still reach the top.

Love to all and thanks again for continuing to send me your beautiful messages. They are so uplifting !!! xxx

  

February 24, 2010

The BALD facts

In Saturday's entry I speculated on possible hair-raising scenarios for my final depilation in a public place but it
didn't happen that way. What a close shave! I didn't even give in to the temptation to tear out my hair in the
school principal's office or the Telstra shop for dramatic effect over some complaint.

One more night tossing on the pillow and by Sunday I had very weird lumps of hair like uneven dreadlocks,
especially a big heavy tangle hanging at the back. I managed to tease it up a little and tie it with a scarf for one
more day but that night it felt itchy and uncomfortable. What to do? It was a hairy problem so I asked Mum and
Helen to help. It was like the blonde leading the blonde. Mum took the scissors and released the lumps. The rest
of my hair just fell out except for a little remaining fluff that Helen trimmed (and who knows when that will
drop off). It was rather a relief, although shocking when I first looked in the mirror. I warned John not to get a
fright if he woke to find Peter Garrett in the bed wearing my nightie!

My birthday celebrations went all weekend as well as Monday. Yes, I really let my hair down!

Next problem: toupee or not toupee? That was the curly question. I bought a wig and it is very straight (see
photos). Curly wigs are rare, at least in Mareeba. Wearing a wig is like losing your keys in the surf – you have
to change your locks. When she saw me looking incredulous, the wigshop expert said “Keep your hair on,”
especially when travelling. She said to wear the wig when flying because security will ask me to take off any
hat or scarf to check for bombs under there. (A blonde bombshell?) I would have to comply if I don't want a
brush with the law. They can't ask anyone to remove their hair! So I wore my wig on the plane.

My 2nd Chemo cycle

I've had no nausea so far, unlike you poor readers if you've read my first section. Yesterday I had the cytotoxin
paclitaxel through an intravenous drip in my hand but fortunately there were no nasty side effects (unless you
count the problem of keeping me awake writing bad jokes).
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Three (new) things to be grateful for:

1.

I can walk up hills now by zig-zagging so my path has a manageable shallow gradient. I know it seems
obvious but it didn't occur to me till my sailor sister suggested “tacking”.

2.

I had fun yesterday in my groovy new “ostomy wear” designed and made by Janet – custom-made bag
covers that look gorgeous when I have to lift up my shirt for the doctors and nurses.

3.

The best news that the cancer indicator in my blood test has dropped from a score of 500 (before)
to 53 after my first chemo. The doctors say they are very happy we're on track for the best
possible outcome!

As I write I am in Day Care (Oncology) again plugged in for "premeds" intravenously. That's a concoction of
anti-nausea medications to prepare me. Soon they'll give me the cytotoxin Cisplatin through the intraperitoneal
port - my first time. I'll tell you next time how it goes.

Thankyou for all my birthday wishes and messages!! xxx

 

  

February 24, 2010

I've just posted some photos here so click on the tab for "Photos" in the blue and orange menu above. We don't
have many photos. One of the first things we did when we arrived at the hospital in December was drop our
camera and break it! I've just ordered a new one on eBay. It is an underwater camera, so our next photos will
have to be in the lake or at least under the sprinkler.
You can get a bit of an idea of my new appearance but the photo is very flattering and doesn't really show all
the pink scalp. Somehow the sunlight catching in that fluff makes it look like hair when really it is negligible!
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We'll tke some more photos eventually, and besides after today's medicine I suppose I'll lose the fluff too.
The first day of this chemo cycle went well today and I don't feel sick at all. I am tired though, so I will write
more news later.
xxx
Alison  

  

February 20, 2010

This week has not been uneventful as I spent a night and a day in Atherton hospital (what a pain!)

What happened was I had a horrible pain in the upper abdomen on Wednesday afternoon so I went to the
Emergency department where they did X-rays and tests. Eventually the verdict was that I probably had an
obstruction in the intestines – and then it cleared up about 8:30pm. Hooray! However, I stayed in hospital “for
observation” till it was clear that food and drink was no longer stopped by any blockage. The Dr said it is
common after surgery for intestines to stick shut. An extra large drink of water I had in the early afternoon
probably didn't help.

I was very comfortable in Atherton hospital in a surgical ward with 4 other women. I slept well in my bed by an
open window – yes, completely open with fresh air coming in and also a few earwigs, moths and other bugs
(but no mozzies). The night sounds included fruit bats squabbling and curlews lamenting. The staff were terrific
and I was impressed with a good experience, though it was quite a contrast to the posh city hospital.

On Monday afternoon I was out walking with Mum and discussing wigs and scarves. Jokingly I tugged on a
curl to demonstrate I'm not losing my hair and - shock! - it came right out in my hand. In disbelief I pulled on
my blue bit (I wish I hadn't!) and it also came out. Back at home I could see in the mirror there is a bald spot
where the blue hair was.

I haven't deliberately pulled out any more but plenty of stray hairs are falling. I suspect there is only a small
proportion of my hair actually still attached to my scalp now and these are holding up the rest, thanks to tangly
curls. As a rule I don't brush my hair since taking advice from the expert curly-hairdresser 6 months ago. I'm
sure if I was brushing I'd have hardly any hair left by now.

I imagine one day when the weight of my hair is too much for the few supporting strands it will all fall off. I can
picture myself, maybe in a public place like a post office queue, suddenly bald with all my hair in a heap on the
floor! The kids are thinking of scenarios where I could try to use this to advantage.

Watch this space!
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February 14, 2010

I've had a lovely relaxing week at home and I'm feeling really good again. Every healing sleep seems to make a
difference and I'm sure being home and in this beautiful environment is also important. I'm going for walks (on
the flat), swims and yesterday out on the lake in the canoe (with Helen paddling). I'm eating and sleeping well
and really have nothing to complain about :)  

My next chemo is in Brisbane on 24th Feb so you can picture me enjoying Yungaburra for another week.

xxx Alison

Some people have been asking me about my chemo, so just to recap:

At my surgery on 29th December 100% of the tumour was removed. However, in the fluid drained from my
torso, floating cancer cells could be seen under a microscope. The purpose of chemotherapy is to destroy the
remaining microscopic cancer cells afloat in my lymph system before they can regroup and start to grow new
tumours.

Each chemotherapy session at the hospital involves many hours lying back in a chair, a bit like a dentist's chair,
waiting while a volume of the drug flows into my body via a drip. Each 3 week cycle consists of:

Day 1 – intravenous (IV) – drip into my wrist and flowing around my entire body

Day 2 – intraperitoneal (IP) – drip into my torso and filling up my peritoneal cavity

Day 8 – IP again

… so I will spend 8 days in Brisbane each time, then home for 2 weeks. That's the plan anyway, hoping I can
cope with all the travel. There are 5 more cycles, taking us to about June.

During my operation an "IP port" was inserted in my midriff all ready for the chemo. It is a small weird lump,
as if they left a bottle cap under the skin.

Janet has access to the medical literature and has been reading the research reports and explaining the
information to me. As you can well imagine, throughout this medical experience I have been questioning
everything!
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Cancer cells are like normal fast growing cells but they have a big fault – they don't know when to stop cell
division. I gather there's no way to differentiate cancer cells from my good cells when it comes to my diet or
medicine etc. It is infuriating to think that all my wonderful healthy organic and biodynamic meals have been
nurturing the enemy!

Chemotherapy works by taking in a toxin that kills all rapidly dividing cells. It attacks the cancer but also kills
healthy cells that are replacing themselves eg in hair, fingernails, bone marrow, wound healing etc. This is sad,
but the best we can do. The good cells recover after the treatment stops but the cancer does not.

If a way had been found to protect my healthy cells from the poisoning without undoing the process of
destroying cancer then obviously that's what the doctors would give me. They're working on it, and it is
fantastic they've come up with this new IP process that targets the exact site of the cancer and has been proven
to be much more effective. It is a very new method, developed at the Mater in Brisbane and being taken up all
over the world, but unfortunately it hasn't come to Atherton hospital yet, or even Cairns. I've been asking
everyone if I can please have the chemo nearer to home but it is just not possible at this stage.

  

February 8, 2010

Yes I'm home. It is lovely to be with my family again and home! Today it was cooler and raining after a hot
weekend, and at last I'm starting to think and even turn on the computer. I spent the weekend lying down
watching the butterflies in the garden, apart from a little dip in Lake Eacham on Sunday. Friday's long trip
seemed to take a toll. At the time it seemed relaxing thanks to Evan meeting us in Cairns and friends making the
Brisbane departure very easy too, but the journey took from 9am till 5pm!
Thanks to all for your continued kindness and support!
I'll write more soon...
xxx
Alison  

  

February 3, 2010

Chemo Day 1 yesterday – what a day! Physically I started off feeling terrific and well prepared with 2 eggs for
breakfast as well as fresh pawpaw, peach and yoghurt. Then with Mum and Janet to hold my hands I felt ready
for anything. However, emotionally I started to crumble at the bloodtest when I was told off for not coming the
day before. (Our instructions had been “on the day is OK”.) Tears came when we met the new Registrar of
Oncology and tried to plan future chemo cycles. Should I have the bloodtest at the local hospital each time? It
might be critical in the decision to go ahead and fly down for a session, eg if bloodcount is too low, best to
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delay. We talked in frustrating circles till she asked “How far away do you live?” - !!*! Once she understood
the vast distances involved, her reccommndation was “just stay in Brisbane for the 6 months.”

Janet insisted we seek advice from someone in the department who has some experience with country patients
flying in, and this got results. For now we'll stick with our plans but do the bloodtest in Brisbane on Tuesdays
before chemo on Wednesdays, then cope with any delay if it happens. It was a relief to have most of our
questions answered by the chief oncologist, while the Cancer Care Coordinator has even visited the Tablelands!
It took the rest of the morning to listen to details about the treatment and how to cope with all that is ahead.

I was exhausted by the time the IV drip was pugged into my wrist at 12:45pm. The nurses were kind and I ate
lunch and rested but after half an hour of receiving the cytotoxin I was reacting badly, feeling very ill and hot –
followed by shivery cold. The staff leaped into action and administrated different drugs for counteracting the
side effects and eventually I fell asleep. The rest of the session I felt fine but just a bit foggy and cross-eyed.
Visits by my Case Manager and Stomaltherapist helped to resolve other issues and my spirits rose till I felt great
at tea time and enjoyed my meal.

At 6:20pm we were released and I was keen to walk back to our flat and even walk to the shop with the others
too! You will agree I was back to normal when you hear that next I organised a late evening scrounging trip
(although I didn't participate) for my nephew and friends to inspect a stack of great office gear being given
away by the hospital. We had walked past it on our way back.

This morning I'm feeling fine – still waiting for the predicted symptoms of sore mouth, fatigue, insomnia etc. So
far all I've noticed is I'm very thirsty and the toxins are melting the glue on my illeostomy appliance so it's
coming apart!

Note: Our flight from Sydney went well with a dear friend helping us with the departure. We changed our plans
to take a taxi from Brisbane airport and Mum has been telling people afterwards that she loves being
Superwoman! She did display super powers the way she handled both the luggage trolley and my wheelchair!

Many of the nurses wear cute fimo name tags and other decorative badges. In future I think I need to wear a
badge (Janet's suggestion) to say I'm from Yungaburra, FNQ, so no one assumes my chemo is an easy day out. I
wonder if anyone out there has any ideas for making this …? Just a thought.

Xxx

Alison

  

January 31, 2010
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I have had such a good week here in the special care of my wonderful Mum! I feel so fortunate!! I am enjoying
feeling really good. A week ago I stopped taking painkillers altogether, having been taking Panadol around the
clock right up to last weekend. I only feel a little sore at the end of each day, and a good sleep fixes that. I have
a great appetite for 5 or 6 meals per day and I'm still tucking in to high protein high calorie food. I am really
trying to regain strength but unfortunately I don't seem to have put on any weight. I'll keep working on it. (Pass
the butter!) Hills are still beyond my capability but I can walk around quite a bit on the flat and also manage
small sessions of mild yoga and exercises for my limbs (avoiding tummy muscles).

The highlight of my week was yesterday with lovely visitors!

Everything is going to plan at this stage for returning to Brisbane on Tuesday to start chemotherapy. I suppose
I'm a bit apprehensive about it as I will be disappointed to lose this feeling of wellbeing. On the other hand I am
keen to get on with it and complete the recommended treatment. I have no doubt that chemo is the important
next step with evidence of a great success rate.

I am also looking forward to seeing Janet in Brisbane and of course being reunited with John and the kids next
weekend!

Love and best wishes to you all,

Alison

  

January 23, 2010

It has been a lovely week in Sydney and I am much improved. Now I sit up at the table for meals and I am
eating larger portions too. My attention span is slowly improving and somehow I feel more normal although in
truth my daily agenda is still rest, rest and more rest.

Each morning about a dozen wicked cockatoos wake us with their screeching as they muck around in the tree
tops and land on the neighbours' veranda railing. They are so beautiful and comical that it is impossible to
complain! The Royal National Park and Port Hacking are breathtakingly gorgeous in all weathers and from
early till late - viewed from Mum's big windows. I love to watch Evan and Helen paddling surfskis across to the
sandbar for a swim.

Yesterday Helen and I went to the movies (and enjoyed “bran nue dae”) which was a successful expedition.
While we were out, the others were coping with a sudden storm and a broken window at Mum's house. Wind
and rain blew all through downstairs scrambling everything. They managed to cover the window with a tarp and
a glazier came before long to repair it. Cleaning up took the rest of the day including vacuuming 3 or 4 times to
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remove the splinters of glass spread everywhere.

Now we have a bit of a forward plan and some bookings. John, Evan and Helen are flying back to Cairns on
Tuesday 26th in time for school and work next day. I will stay here with Mum till 2nd February when we will
both fly to Brisbane for my first chemo session which is on Wednesday 3rd. We will then go up to Yungaburra
on Friday 5th.

After the first one, my future chemo cycles involve Day 1 (intra venous), Day 2 (intra peritoneal), Day 8 (ip
again) then nearly 2 weeks off. At this stage I'm planning to just keep travelling back and forth from Brisbane
every 3 weeks (and I'd better plan for lots of tree-planting when I'm stronger, considering the environmental
impact of all those flights!)

Janet has been investigating the research trials for my chemo treatment, especially reviewing the data from 7
countries for the wait time after surgery before commencement of chemo. The optimum gap is a balance
between the need to regain health and the need for speed to zap those floating cancer cells. Although the
original researchers may not have applied the most up-to-date stats, Janet is convinced that my 5 week gap is
near to ideal – so this is very reassuring!

My love and best wishes to everyone and thanks for all your beautiful messages, gifts, cards and everything!! I
am looking forward to thanking you individually when I can. xxx Alison

  

January 18, 2010

It seemed to take me 2 days of serious resting to recover from the big day of air travel, but at last yesterday I
woke feeling good again (in my weak sort-of way). John has also needed a good rest but Evan and Helen have
been enjoying the surfskis, the beach and painting with Grandma in her studio. Today they've gone to the city
by train. John has installed a hand-held shower for me. Yesterday the others coached me through some very
mild exercises, being careful to use only arms and legs, not my torso. The movements were laughably small,
including lifting soupcans while the others used Mum's barbells. (She does weights training). Nevertheless I
needed an hour's sleep afterwards and woke feeling quite wrecked in the belly. Oops! I really thought I wasn't
working those muscles. I am recovering now.

This morning I woke with a mysterious pain in my thigh and I wondered about DVT so we went to the local
doctor who was reassuring, especially after I went back for an ultrasound scan of my leg. It is not DVT but
probably just associated with the various bruises on my thighs from the numerous injections I was given at the
hospital.

I do find it a bit frustrating to have set-backs and not simply feel better and better each day, but this is exactly
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what I have been told to expect so it is not worrying. It is very beautiful here and for walks we go to Cronulla
by car to a section of the cliff-top path that has no hills or steps. I am avoiding steps by staying upstairs in the
house. Thanks to a logbook Janet prepared for me I can see the daily improvements in my mobility.

 

WARNING: I asked a gynae-oncology specialist to tell me the range of symptoms of ovarian cancer and the
answer was NONE !! My experience was typical with only a bloated feeling to cause me to consult a doctor.
Many other women have no indication and the cancer advances to stage 4 without being detected! So please
watch out for this sort of sign and have it checked. It seems easy to diagnose from an ultrasound scan.

 

  

January 14, 2010

Yesterday we flew to Sydney to stay with Mum for a couple of weeks. This is to be the healing, beautiful
holiday we've all been looking forward to and I am already just lapping up the quiet and comfort, the view and
of course Mum's attention.

The last 3 days I stayed at Reg Leonard House right at the hospital where the others have been nearly the whole
time. I felt at home there, reunited with my family at last – the care was wonderful, the food superb, the bed was
very comfortable, John bought a chair for the shower and we also hired a wheelchair. The wheelchair was great
for whizzing through the dirty streets to get to somewhere pretty for a walk. It was a bit of a squeeze with 4 of
us in one small room (with kitchen) and no doubt this is why I didn't find sufficient time and space for reflection
and blogging. Janet was also with us and she has been an incredible support.

Yes, I'm glad you know the rule NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS. I suppose that's what'll happen one day - I will
get a life (Ha Ha) and the blog will fizzle :)

 

Monday:

It took all morning for last visits and advice from doctor, nurses, physio, occupational therapist, stoma therapist
and social worker. I ate my last hospital lunch and then we rolled out with all my flowers, fruit and bits and
pieces. Janet took me around the block by car and I climbed the 12 steps to reach our unit.
Amazingly, I still had the energy late in the afternoon for a lovely trip in the wheelchair right along Southbank,
including a walk (out of the wheelchair) through the forest on a boardwalk looking at dragons.
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Hospital is quite an amazing place when you need it and the medical system worked brilliantly for me in this
instance, but it is also a very happy milestone to be out after 3 weeks inside!

 

Tuesday:

We all felt a bit seedy for one reason or another, including me feeling a bit dizzy again, John had a bad cold and
Janet had a tooth extracted at the dentist. We rested all morning but in the afternoon Evan and Helen took me to
the art gallery, which I loved. It was astonishing to learn on our return that we had been out for 3 hours. That's a
record upright for me.

 

Wednesday:

A quiet morning including a short visit by a friend from way back, then in the afternoon Janet drove us past our
old home in Taringa and to the top of Mt Coot-tha for a short walk and an ice-cream. I felt almost normal (in a
weak and floppy way).

The family continued to explore the city at times when I was resting. One evening they went on the ferris wheel
with cousin Bob, Madison and Mitchell.

 

Thursday:

What a big day, but nearly everything about the trip to Sydney went better than hoped. I had found out about the
airport sick bay and V-lounge for a possible lie down, but we discovered there is also a comfortable sofa in the
back corner of a cafe or bar and that was the perfect waiting/resting place. An airport wheelchair was supplied
for the long trek to the aircraft. The only stress was being sent for a 5 min walk to the new Sydney drop off &
pick up zone which was not the most convenient with a wheelchair. Later we saw a great wheelchair access
place that the airport staff had failed to tell us about.

 

Mum is brandishing a rockmelon that is 16cm in diameter and I am incredulous again that I had a tumour of that
size growing on my ovary!
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January 14, 2010

HERE I AM IN SYDNEY - HOORAY!!
More news soon - sorry for silence.  

  

January 9, 2010

Yesterday I took my first jaunt into the fresh air and sunshine, in a wheelchair pushed by Evan and Helen (also
accompanied by John and Janet). We roamed around the hospital grounds for about an hour. On our way out we
rode in the lift with a miniature (premi) baby who was also going for her first experience of the great outdoors
and I felt some affinity. Tears of happiness to be breathing the warm air, picking up a frangipani flower,
scuffing in the leaf litter, lying on a park bench looking up into the majestic figtrees! I didn't know I would feel
so overjoyed. There are even some Maniltoas there with plumes of young growth.

Afterwards I played one game of Rummyking, ate lunch, lay down for a sleep, then woke feeling so completely
flat that I was almost desperate. I found myself thinking of the way my late father-in-law would put on a cute
Cockney accent and say:

Sometimes I sits and stares and sometimes I just sits...

and

Doctor, I eats alright and I sleeps alright but when I sees a job o' work to be done I comes over all funny!

Well after more rest I was revived by beautiful visitors who somehow brought me the energy to sit up and show
off again.

This morning we went out again in the wheelchair, this time to the Southbank gardens and the river where I
loved the boats, birds, waterlilies, lacy leaf patterns against the sky and my adorable encouraging family of
course. So much beauty and warmth must surely enhance healing!

I discovered that wheelchair riding is a lung challenge and this time I focussed on breathing as deeply as
possible. I think it has prevented me from feeling so wiped out.

 

The medical staff here form a fascinating international community with interesting accents and each with
special gifts to share. I love the Irish accents and perhaps my favourite is the Malay/Borneo accent. I've had
such laughs with Cindy and Jane who obligingly chorused various phrases for me in their Yorkshire accents.
Ravishing Fatima (of Somalian origin) wears a different beautiful headscarf every day. I asked her about them
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because I'm told I will lose my hair in the months to come. She has been very generous with her hints and even
gave me one of her scarves to use for a pattern to create my own.

 

Did I mention that the IP chemo I'm to have is a new treatment resulting from a breakthrough in 2006 here at
the Mater. Janet (the epidemiologist in my team) has checked and there is good evidence for improved success
rates from this treatment, compared with only IV chemo. I was assured that the side effects will be well
controlled. It is simply not available anywhere further north in Queensland so I will be travelling down and
back on a 3 week cycle. The actual logistics of this are still a bit of a questionmark but John is visiting the Flight
Centre today to ask about the flexible (expensive) types of air ticket and these will be paid for by the Q
hospitals system :) Then we have to think about accommodation near the Mater. My first session is booked for 3
Feb.

 

Early yesterday I caught up with more of the guestbook, finding entries I'd missed previously due to my patchy
energy for using the computer. I feel positively hugged – THANKYOU!

To those for whom blogging is new and unfamiliar a special thanks for taking the challenge.

Thanks Danni & Gary for your reports of “my” Woodford dance workshops that you rescued. They sound so
much fun I wish I could have sneaked along and joined in!

Pat had mentioned Gary would be doing Yorgo's gigs but oh dear! - such dreadful news and I'm really sorry to
hear it.

Ailsa – your poem is beautiful!!

Lorraine is right, the e-visits are less tiring when we are talking about thousands, especially as my natural
inclination would be to get together with each and every one of you and laugh, cry, hug, talk and dance. Don't
get me wrong, I love visitors and have enjoyed seeing those who have managed to physically come here to see
me. Also phone calls. And I've received gorgeous things in the (snail) mail that bring more happy tears and
laughter. Thankyou.

 

Now for some big news – tomorrow I'm outa here! I'll move in to Reg Leonard House with the family and rest
up for a couple more days (to be prudent) before going somewhere more comfortable for a bit of a break –
hopefully to Mum's place in Sydney. (I will let you know.)
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January 9, 2010

It is 3 weeks since my bombshell diagnosis (on a Friday)!

Yesterday the physio introduced me to a staircase (wheeled me there in a wheelchair) and I climbed 5 steps but
she wouldn't let me do more. I think yesterday I received the same lecture from 3 different people (doctor,
physio & stomatherapist) that every day will be different, with ups and downs, but it might take 6-8 weeks for
me to regain my energy so I must be patient and I must avoid fatigue. Of course, by that time span I'll be into
chemo which will further tax my strength and slow my progress. I guess I needed that pep talk as it is still
difficult to believe my limitations. It is a shock to see myself looking like a derro – Ha ha! Nevertheless, each
day I am thrilled with little improvements. Yesterday I walked to the kitchen to make a cuppa at 5:30am (a
first!) and I also did some very mild yoga on my hands and knees.

In the afternoon and evening I had to cope with backpain and I'm using my homemade heatpack again, but right
now that is not a problem so I'm looking out at the view and wondering what today will bring.

  

January 7, 2010

I'm sitting up snacking on cheese and biscuits having already been asleep since 9pm. One of the nurses brought
me these supplies in a way that made me feel like teacher's pet, but perhaps that's the treatment everyone
receives. The nurses really are fantastic!

Here I am back on 9th floor Mater Mothers Hospital in the luxury and quiet. This time I am on the side with a
city view. I will admit I was disappointed not to have the figtree again but the city is interesting and the night
lights are pretty. Helen suggested this might be the view for preparing myself to rejoin the world and she could
be right, compared with the “winding down” process of meditating on the figtree. I watch the cyclists on a
bikepath beside the freeway and wonder if I'm seeing any of my family on it. They continue to take turns with
the wheels, but there is also easy walking access to Southbank and many attractions. They have been enjoying
the art galleries and I love the way they report back to me and describe their finds.

Yesterday as soon as my last 3 tubes came out the doctor ordered my move from the Surgical Ward back up
here because my care needs are now so reduced. I transferred after lunch (Wednesday). My medication is also
down to a minimum. Miraculously now I take only panadol for the pain! I seem to be healing very fast. All the
medical staff keep emphasizing that what I had was MASSIVE surgery - 4 huge operations in one - so I enjoy
their cheers at my rapid progress.
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My main limitation has been feeling dizzy and faint after being upright. I find this very frustrating, but I think it
is improving. I do now visit the bathroom and even shower myself unaided.

Sometimes this whole thing seems unreal, like a completely topsy turvy dream. For example, I find it so weird
to be struggling to eat. My usual appetite is legendary. Think of my reputation with pizza, or the way I tuck in
to 3, 4, or 5 servings of Jennie's curry!

Tonight they have found signs I have a slight bladder infection so I've started taking antibiotics and I think
already noticing I feel better. 

Today after the long wheelchair ride winding through the corridors of more than one Mater hospital to attend
my first oncology appointment, then sitting a while in the waiting room, I had to ask for a lie down to resolve
my dizziness. Perhaps this is why the oncologist advised me to take off 2 or 3 weeks for R and R before
commencing chemotherapy. He assured me there will be no change in outcome if chemo is delayed even up to 6
weeks. So we are hatching a “holiday” plan and I'll let you know when we know where/when this is to be.

Now a tribute to my surgeons, Marcello Mascimento and Naven Chetty to whom of course I am incredibly
grateful, not only for their brilliant skills and wonderful care, but also more. Naven is the one I see daily and I
really appreciate his patience with my (and my family's) many many questions and the respect with which he
has answered them. It really has contributed to a positive experience so far!

Sorry to say this contrasts with another specialist who breezed in with a brief “spiel” in babytalk (sexist too). As
someone said, they may not realise who they are dealing with here … Ha Ha! OK, I maybe a gutless wonder,
surgically speaking, but I can still ask for a fair go.

  

January 5, 2010

I revived last night in time for a decent meal and a good night's sleep. I am very happy to report that this
morning I feel pretty good.

Pain causes nausea. Pain killers (especially taken on an empty stomach) cause nausea. Nausea and vomiting
lead to an empty stomach. So you can see how I felt trapped in a vicious cycle over the last couple of days!

This morning (Day 9 since surgery) my catheter came out and now I have only 2 tubes left from a starting point
of too many to count. The big chest drain will be the next one to go (this morning I think) and then I'll be a new
person. It is the one that has been causing me the most pain and disability.

I forgot to include in my stocktake that I have an ileostomy (like a colostomy bag) which is temporary while my
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bowel wounds heal. I think I'm getting the hang of this.

I don't know many answers to questions yet, eg when I'll leave hospital and where I'll go next. The latest word
is that the oncologist wants me to start chemo immediately, but I'm still unsure what that means exactly till I
meet him tomorrow.

Emails still seem to require more energy than I have at the moment, nor have I had a chance to look at
Facebook yet, so all I can do is send my love and an enormous THANKYOU for all your support. It feels like
the hand holding I've needed to get me through this!!

 

STOP PRESS: Chest tube is out – Hooray! Also Dr has ordered my last tube (some sort of bunch of canulas in
my neck) to be removed soon too. :)

  

January 4, 2010

I've had a couple of low days, unfortunately, feeling nauseous and washed out. The doctors have been able to
give some more information, including the following.
Stocktake
What I've lost: uterus, ovaries, fallopian tubes, a bit of diaphram, a bit of bowel, and 100% of the cancer.
What I've kept: liver, spleen, everything else.
What I've gained: an intra-peritoneal (IP) port, which is a plastic plug hole in my midriff for applying chemo
drugs later.

At this stage I'm still just trying to get better so they can knock me down again with chemo as soon as possible.
I'm still very pleased with myself because I've been able to walk laps of the hospital wing, unaided.

John, Evan and Helen have been exploring Brisbane on Janet's fold-up bike. They are also brilliant company by
my bedside, and Janet too. I have received more beautiful flowers, parcels, cards and visits and thank you
everyone for your continuing good wishes.

  

January 2, 2010
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I had no idea that hospital life would be so busy! I am flat out keeping the nurses occupied. They have a hefty
work load regularly checking my tubes and volumes of input/output, reading blood pressure,O2, temperature
etc, administering my many many medications. Sometimes it seems they hardly get through the job before it is
time to start them all again. The nurse also washes me and brings ice, heat packs and everything. Each day I
have a visit from my doctor (surgeon), the physio, the pain team (anaesthetists), stomatherapist and sometimes
also the nutritionist, social worker and others. I drop off to sleep often and i'm keeping up my excercises, so
there's the day gone very quickly.

 I had a pretty good sleep last night. my monkeybar muscles are the envy of all as I can move position in bed
without help,  thank goodness. It makes all the difference!

Mum flew home to Sydney yesterday and I miss her. She left a dinosaur egg hatching by my bedside. The egg
has cracked open and Isabella the dinosaur has emerged and is swelling and growing.

Evan has been telling me about his time at Woodford; also Helen and Janet about their evening at the fire event.
I'm so glad they had the opportunity to go!

Thanks again for everyone's messages. I'm just not keeping up with any replies but will love to do it when I
have more energy and time. Evan and John have been updating my blog lately (thanksxxx).

Also, thanks to all who have emailed, phoned, visited, sent me things, posted on facebook etc. I really
appreciate it and want you to know it is all great help with my recovery!

STOP PRESS:: 9:30 am I've just been walking with the physio again and achieved a whole lap of this wing of
the hospital. I feel fantastic.  

  

January 1, 2010

Alison is recovering well in the surgical ward at the Mater Adult Hospital (ward 8A bed 825). She has been
here for four days. The surgeon visits each day and is happy with her progress. He says everything is going to
plan. There have been a few transient problems related to the cocktail of medications (pain relief, antibiotics,
nausea control and so on) administered, but these have been sorted out. She is feeling hungry and has
progressed from a liqiud to a "soft" diet. She is connected by a network of tubes to various gadgets with
flashing lights and beepers but the tubes are gradually being disconnected. There was a major milestone this
morning when she was helped out of bed and is now sitting in an armchair.

Alison has her phone turned off - she just turned it on briefly and received some messages (now old). and will
now turn it off. She is very busy with a continual stream of care and not able to reply yet. She says thanks very
much for the messages and support.
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We are not sure about what happens next but should have a better idea early next week when the pathology
report is available and she sees the oencologist  

  

January 1, 2010

7:45 am 2-1-10 Day 4 after operation, still in Mater Adults Surgical Ward . High Points Yesterday. Before
lunch I was freed from a couple of the tubes. I have many tubes rermaining that perhaps you wouldn't notice,
but believe me it is excellent to have one less ot the painful drains sticking through my ribs.  The other one they
took out is the tube running from my stomach up through the back of my throat and out of my nose!!  Can you
imagine? I am also excited about eating my first meal last night (fish and veg) and even better, keeping it down
through the night. Such are the sorts of challenges moment by moment. Low Points Yesterday. When the
physio came to help me try to stand up again I still felt very dizzy and became quite faint so this limited my my
action and I was disappointed.

2:00 pm 2-1-10 Progress today when I walked (slowly and accompanied by the physiotherapist, wardsman and
a nurse) out of the ward door, down the corridor and back! Who hoo!! I am still dizzy but improved. I really
didn't know I could do that and feel so pleased with myself. I am also continueing to enjoy proper meals. Today
a few more tubes unplugged - the IV fluids and painkillers. Now pain control is with pills. Mostly I am not
experiencing pain but the doctor is firm about my continued need for strong analgesics. Anyway I'm excited to
say everything is going extremely well. The doctor said something about "all going to plan for day 5 or 6" and
after his visit I realised : hang on I'm only starting Day 4, so I'm interpreting this as a report of real advance.

 It is quite a contrast to be here in the busy surgical ward with three other woman who also require constant
care, compared with my quiet room alone on the 9th floor (gynea-onc). For a start I haven't got that gorgeous
figtree view. I won't try to describe the view view from my tiny window. I look at my beautiful flowers instead.
Even intensive care was very peaceful with individual care, different from here. However, I am in awe of my
three lovely room-mates (aged 101, 87 and 25). I have learnt from each of them already and we don't disturb
each other at all (Ithink). I believe I'm succeeding in resting and interacting without always trying to be the life
of the party.

Sorry again about the gap in access to my mobile phones since surgery! I really regret it. There was a little
misunderstaning or my blog might have told you my phones were switched off in the drawer while I didn't have
the energy/time for them. Now I realise I should have handed the phones to the family for answering, sorry.  

  

December 31, 2009

The hospital is another world and has its own language. It reminds meof a massive insect colony. There are so
many and varied different jobs for specialised teams of workers. I heard the fireworks at midnight (but couldn't
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see them), then within 20 minutes I was caught up in my latest challenge. The two big panadol pills I was given
seemed to get stuck in my throat due to my nose to stomach tube. It felt dreadful and the pills wouldn't wash
away with any amount of water. At last a nurse gave me some viscous anaesthetic which helped and I settled
down to to sleepat about 1:30 AM. Next came a high point - a suprise night time visit from ministering angels,
the pressure team who rubbed my back with cream and smoothed my bed clothes to make me comfortable. Oh
bliss!  

  

December 31, 2009

Mater Adult Hospital Surgical Ward approaching midnight. A low day won't dwell on it - just tell you that
afterwards every sensation of improvement has been such a contrast and therefore a source of joy and
happiness!! I even felt hungry at 11 PM so the kind nurse found a small tub of jelly and micro-serving of
icecream and I'm eating just a little of it here in bed now while listening to your Caringbridge guestbook entries
on my MP3 player, read aloud by Janet and Helen. This is the most loving and healing collection of
affirmations imaginable and I thank you over and over again! I hear your words and imagine we are together
and sharing our special personal connection.
have I told you about my amazing robotic massage trowsers? They purr softly while gently compressing my
legs all over with a feeling of kindness and comfort to help DVT. What a brilliant invention!!  

  

December 30, 2009

It's Thursday now and Alison is very keen to keep the blog going.

She moved from intensive care to the surgical ward yesterday afternoon.  She got some sleep last night and is
able to have soup and jelly etc by straw. Her bed near the figtree window seems to be still reserved for her once
she is recovered enough to leave the surgical ward.

Alison wanted this to say

"Note: I have stage 3 ovarian cancer (out of stage 1-4) but it is very rare to diagnose stages 1 or 2 because there
are no symptoms."

Wednesday 30-12-2009  Alison said

"It's so exhausting being impressed and amazed by everything going on around me and to me. For example the
tubes and apparatus everywhere - connected to me all over the place starting with a long tube coming out of my
nose making me feel like an ibis - gizmos and gadgetry probably recently invented for all sorts of purposes.
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The joy of the smallest comforts eg ice chips in my mouth, heat pack on my lower back, a bit of salve on my
lips ...
...
thankyou very much to my family for continuing on my blog .."
 

  

December 29, 2009

It is the next morning and Alison has spent the night in the Intensive Care Unit after a very successful
"debulking" operation. The surgeons announced that they have removed all visible cancer, which was the best
possible outcome. They were only hoping to achieve "optimal debulking," which meant they would remove
everything larger than a centimetre.

We saw Alison last night and she asked straight away for someone to update her blog for her. She said that she
wanted to dictate a post to us, but she had been "debarked as well as debulked." (There were tubes down her
nose and her throat was sore, and her voice was very weak). She had only been conscious for a little over an
hour and she was already cracking jokes.

The doctors were impressed with her recovery and said they were very pleased with what they could
accomplish. They had performed 4 major operations in one 5-hour session.

In a couple of days, she will most likely be moving back to the Women's Health Unit, back to her old room with
the fig tree, and then she will be able to make her next post.

Thank you everyone for your messages of support.  

  

December 28, 2009

Hi, Helen here. We've just heard that the surgery was a success and Mum is in the recovery room - more news
later.  

  

December 28, 2009

Yesterday Janet and Helen read aloud the guest book entries and recorded them onto my mp3 player. I drifted in
and out of sleep but now I have your love there ready anytime I need it. Thank you.
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When they drained off all the fluid in my belly to make me comfortable before Christmas it gave them a chance
to test for cancer cells. The results came back yesterday and now they know that there is cancer in the fluid
which just means that I'll definitely be having chemo before or after the op. Otherwise no change and at todays
operation I'm expecting to either have all the cancer and various organs cut out, or if they don't think they can
do that successfully when they've looked through a laparoscope, then I will go for chemo first and surgery later.

 

You would think that this would be the time for contemplation of life's most serious questions but with pain,
vomiting and enemas etc I find I'm focusing on the basest bodily functions. It was a pretty rough day yesterday
and I was drugged and uncomfortable but I feel much better this morning with some of the pressure relieved
and having had a reasonable sleep. I think my surgery is going to be at 9:30am or 10:00am and last for 1½ hours
to 6 hours and after that I might be incommunicado for hours and even days, depending on the severity of the
operation.

 

Evan is back from Woodford and I think he had a really good time and so he and Helen, John, Janet and Mum
are here looking after me beautifully. xxx

  

December 27, 2009

How would you rate your pain on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is very little pain and 10 is the worst possible pain?
They keep asking me this question and I find it very difficult to answer. They suggest compare with the pain of
childbirth, but when I had my babies I had the relief of hot towels. Hot towels are forbidden in the hospital
emergency department in case the patient gets burnt!

 

OK, imagine what it would feel like to have your leg eaten by a shark. Someone actually said this to me, not
realising that in my marine biologist days it was something I thought about often. However, obviously I haven't
experienced shark attack so it doesn't work as a reference point.

 

Yesterday I was very preoccupied with managing pain and trying to keep down my meals. I've had more drugs
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in the last couple of days than in all my life and sometimes I'm a little cross-eyed. It was a beautiful rainy day
(from my perspective). I was thrilled to see Evan packed up and off to Woodford for a couple of days to the folk
festival. He borrowed a tent and travelled there by train and bus. Janet is back here with us which is lovely!

 

Today is my “bowel prep” before surgery tomorrow and you know what that means don't you? It is a process of
swallowing disgusting drinks and running to the toilet. Oh well … My medical team is on Christmas holidays so
there are other doctors and nurses filling in for now. They can't really answer all our questions but have been
giving it a good go.

 

Today is the day I hope to ask my mum to read to me the guestbook entries. Yesterday she was reading aloud
my emails which was lovely. Evan had previously read me names of those who have left messages, so I do feel
touched by you although I've not had a chance to get into it more.

  

December 26, 2009

I'm back in hospital after a lovely Christmas day. We opened presents, ate some treats, watched a movie,
walked to South Bank for a bit of a swim (all very gentle), I had a bit of a nap, morning and afternoon, and then
celebrated with Christmas dinner at tea time.

 

In the evening I was beset by abdominal pain and nausea which came in waves and began to be quite worrying.
Eventually I had a ride in an ambulance to the Mater Hospital emergency section where I had more X-rays, tests
and some medicine that helped. From there I was admitted back to Gynae-onc on the 9th floor next to my
figtree view (bed M925). The doctors have reassured me that there is no scary reason for the trouble although
I'm not really clear what caused it. I'm still adjusting to the painkillers and nausea relief and now I'm wearing
groovy white stockings too (for anti-embolism). I'm probably staying here and not going back to the motel with
the others for now.

 

Due to drooping eyelids (catching up after the rugged night), I haven't looked at the computer today. Thankyou
to Helen who is taking this dictation and thankyou, thankyou to my beloved family and friends for the messages
of love and support cascading in.
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December 24, 2009

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

I am out of hospital, staying at Reg Leonard House right in the hospital grounds with my family. We have put
our Christmas presents under a gorgeous bucket of flowers and we will have a quiet time here today, glad to be
together.

I have put my contact details on the "my story/ background story" page. Sorry I haven't answered the question –
where are we staying? - till now. Our plans have been changing all the time. My first night out of hospital was
at Highgate Hill in the motel where the others have been staying. Jude found us a house-sit with a friend and we
have had other wonderful offers and different bookings, but when a vacancy finally came up at Reg Leonard, it
seemed perfect because it is easy walking distance to my hospital room for the week to come. Janet has been
able to take time out back at home in Nobby without worrying that we need her to drive us around. We don't
need a car now we are so well positioned. Yesterday Ailsa & Pat kindly ferried us and our stuff from Highgate
Hill to here.

I might add, the Qld hospital system is subsidising our accommodation costs and will pay for John's and my
tickets flying home, possibly reimbursing some of our fares to fly down here too. It has been a lean year for
card sales (due to the GFC) and our low income qualifies us for assistance.

The mobile signal is dodgy here and there's no internet, but Guy and Francesca to the rescue! I am overjoyed by
their beautiful gifts – an internet thingy (and also a personal meditation lesson). We are still waiting for
activation. I suppose it is a bit much to expect the Virgin Mobile company to be on duty today of all days!

So I'm not sure when we can post this entry.

I'm starting to bloat again but it is only a bit of discomfort.

Thankyou again and again for your wonderful wishes and messages! So far I have only had access to make a
start on them and I'm looking forward to really wallowing in the guestbook and Facebook and my emails!
Please feel hugged and thanked as it could take me a while to achieve personal replies!
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December 22, 2009

I'm allowed to leave any time and when I asked if the following activities are OK the answer is yes to all:

massage

swim

headstand

climb Mt Coot-tha

drink of wine

I'm on a high protein diet – preparing for a marathon. I must only avoid getting exhausted.

… so I'm going to have a lovely Christmas! I will join John and the others at local accommodation.

xxx A

  

December 22, 2009

Update: After shedding 3.1 litres of lymph fluid from my tummy today, my figure seems almost back to normal
and I feel much more comfortable.

 

Hi everyone,

oh WOW!!! Thanks for your messages.

Evan copied a couple of pages of them and brought them to me in a doc file at tea time and now I'm reading
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them after the party (lovely visit from Michael, Gianna, Bob, Mum, Janet, John, Evan, Helen).

Thankyou thankyou. I'm receiving you and it is helping!!

Today I met the hospital chaplain who had a couple of really helpful hints, but let me tell you about something
she said that was so wrong: - “Isn't it sad that it takes a crisis like this to bring out people's love and caring...”
Well, not so for me. I always feel cherished! Right now I'm lapping it up. :)

YES PLEASE Maria, send jokes. Doctor jokes & any jokes.

Laughing will be something I'll be concentrating on over Christmas, especially after the strain of trying to keep
a straight face for most of today. There were so many funny moments that resulted in a jab in the guts for me
(because I was attached to the fluid-draining needle).

Listen to this one: My family told me they moved into their local accommodation and within minutes the
landlord had to come up to their room and ask Evan to remove his shorts.

... What?

Then they explained to me that Evan had been doing his laundry and had hung his shorts on the balcony to dry.
(It's a no-no at this city-view establishment.)

Helen W - yes on my first night in hospital I woke in the night with the brainwave about Caring Bridge. I just
mentioned it to Evan and voila! So thanks to you for introducing me to CB regarding Cate a couple of years'
ago!

Cousin Sue – yes the nurses here are gorgeous and naturally I think of you the whole time! I am receiving the
most wonderful care and I've concluded that hospitals have vastly improved since last time I looked. Some of
the advances include:

the beautiful picture windows and harmonious décor

relaxed visiting hours

extraordinary case manager demonstrating brilliant team leadership

fresh fruit and veg on the menu (hooray!)

art on the walls (though the pic in my room happens to be very dull compared with certain paintings I
know and love)

attractive nurses uniforms/outfits with entertaining lanyards & badges etc.
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the nurses say complimentary things about the doctors

 

I'm also impressed by the doctors' patience and attention devoted to explaining absolutely everything and
answering questions. They clearly get it about minimizing fear of the unknown and foreseeing possible freak-
out factors that can be eliminated. This is what our doctors give us in Atherton and Yungaburra too, so I'm glad
the city docs follow suit.

 

Gynae onc(ology) is specialised and a bit rare so the private patients are in with us publics. I gather all they get
for their years and years of hefty insurance premiums is … wait for it … TOAST! This morning the toast trolley
came in to offer me a piece saying there was some left over from the privates if I was interested. (The rest of the
time only bread has been offered to me.)

 

Well I was born in a hospital, but have hardly been back except when one of my homebirths was transferred.
I've never had a general anaesthetic or epidural before, nor any operation or serious illness that I can remember
so this is all very new. It feels like we've spent 2 days here scratching to find a health risk factor to tick but I
can't say I've ever smoked or had an allergy or a worry. Even my blood group is A+ (Ha Ha). There are only 2
things that predispose me to ovarian cancer – my age and my gender.

 

Doug, yes get yourself checked out pronto – there's everything to gain and nothing to lose as far as I can see!
I'm looking forward to our next gig.

Carole - I think I need a picture of Lake Eacham here as a healing beautiful reminder of my friends and
environment. Guy will have one so I'll ask him in the morning when the Carpenters visit me :)

Please will someone give Ian a big hug from me, and Sheree too, as I'd like to keep in touch and feel frustrated
by the lack of any internet connection between us.

Danni & Gary thanks for doing my Woodford gigs for me. I knew you would, and my feet are tapping here
when I think of dancing with you.

Thanks again everyone for all the love and support flowing my way. xxx Alison
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December 21, 2009

Lovely restful day today while the lymph fluid is draining from a tap in my belly. Actually, this is a very
unpleasant thing – well it's sore, like having a needle jabbing in my side (which it is of course). I'm getting the
hang of it though, have done lots of yoga to try to release more pockets of fluid, and the worst part is trying to
keep a straight face over the family's jokes because laughing really hurts. We had to send Evan for a walk into
town because he made me laugh too much.

There's a crow in my figtree and it is gorgeous, especially when it fluffed up its feathers to wash them in the
rain. I've also been enjoying watching a bee and a butterfly out there.

  

December 21, 2009

I haven't actually seen my Caring Bridge blog yet but I'm typing these entries and Evan will take them away to
the motel where he and the others are staying and where they have internet access. He has done it all and I'm
thrilled about it!

No internet in the hospital so I haven't seen my emails or Facebook etc since we left home on Sunday, let alone
any Guestbook contributions here. However, I am still all set for tag and release over Christmas and then I hope
to connect up again, or will look into buying a wireless plan or something.

By the way, our snail mail has been diverted to Sydney (according to our original holiday plans) and I don't
know when we'll catch up with that. Also, we rushed out of the house without remembering to learn the
procedure for remote retrieval of messages on our new telephone answering machine at home. So please don't
fret if all these forms of communication are not getting through for now.

The good news

Mum arrived today – Hooray! - She is so much fun and of course I love being mothered.

Apparently there is a chance (50% I think I heard the Dr say) that my tumour is not cancer but “pre cancer” (ie
not malignant) so that's a happy thought! We'll find out from the lapidoscopy on 29th.

Now I am catching on that my rapidly expanding belly over the last 3 weeks or so is not due to exponential cell
proliferation of the tumour as I'd assumed. The specialist said it has probably been growing slowly for the last 6
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months and has only recently got to a size where it presses on my leg vein (hence swollen ankle) and presses on
my lymph channels in a way that causes fluid to be trapped. It is the build up of fluid that made my tummy stick
out dramatically. I find this very reassuring, especially in view of the week's delay before surgery.

I've been checked over by numerous experts – the specialist team, anaesthetist, ultrasound people, etc and they
all pronounce me “young and fit”! (Ha Ha – so far I haven't told any of them to get their eyes tested!) Anyway I
love what they are saying which is that I am in tip-top condition for best outcome from mega-surgery and
chemotherapy.

 

They haven't done the draining thing yet. It will probably happen tomorrow morning and I'm looking forward to
some temporary relief from the pressure on my guts. I think it will improve my enjoyment of Christmas dinner
and I'll probably enjoy going out walking and dancing again too.

I wanted a heat pack for a bit of comfort and to ease my slight lower back ache but was told the hospital ones
have all been nicked by the wealthy antenatal patients, or some such! Anyway, Helen had the brainwave to buy
a packet of rice from a supermarket and tie it in a sock. This works perfectly!

I don't think we know yet where we'll stay for the few days off over Christmas. That's a decision for tomorrow
and I said to the family “surprise me”. I'm glad to relax and feel others have everything under control,
especially these impressive doctors who inspire great confidence.

When packing necessities for my hospital visit of course I grabbed my copy of the book by Stephen Schneider, 
The Patient from Hell – how I worked with my doctors to get the best out of modern medicine and how you can
too. You know me, asking a million questions at the risk of seeming to interrogate people. I haven't had time for
reading yet. However, I am really happy with the service here and clear explanations, thorough preparation for
everything and the kindness.

 

  

December 20, 2009

I've just had the doctor's assessment. This is what they said:

On 29th Dec I will be prepared for an operation. First they will drill in with a “telescope” to find out what I
have got and how malignant it is, to tell them what to do next. There are 2 likely scenarios:
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1. they might find that the tumour looks easy enough to cut out immediately eg if it is reasonably self-
contained. So I'll have a hysterectomy with the works (keep cutting to remove all offending material).
Chemo will follow after I'm sufficiently recovered from the op.

2. they might find clumps of tumour are dotted around “like popcorn” making it too risky to operate
because it would impossible to be sure they've got it all out, so they will back out and instead I will
start chemo and eventually have the operation and also more chemo after that. Either way has the same
success.

Today they will drain some fluid from my belly to make me more comfortable and give me an ECG & other
checks for the anaesthetist team. It looks like I will be released from 23-28 Jan. It's a busy day with continual
examinations and tests in preparation for the 29th

  

December 20, 2009

I arrived last night and checked in here at the Mater Mothers Hospital. It is very comfortable in a room on my
own on the 9th floor with a huge window beside my bed. I have the most wonderful view of the top of a huge
fig tree just outside! John, Evan, Helen and Janet are staying in a motel nearby.

 

So how did it come to this?

For a while I seem to have been putting on weight around my middle and I assumed it was due to my good
appetite coupled with insufficient exercise (my love of broadband!) Then, about 3 weeks ago at yoga, while
touching my toes, I noticed that one ankle was swollen. My tummy was sticking out and starting to look as if I
was pregnant.

At age 51, I was still assuming it was flabbiness, not pregnancy. I watched to see if my puffy ankle would go
down, and when it didn't I rang the doctor. My appointment was last Monday, a week ago. Dr Luthy said my
uterus is enlarged and at my age it is most likely to be fibroids -- nothing to worry about. She sent me to have an
ultrasound scan and blood tests.

Due to our imminent travel plans I opted for a trip to Cairns for the scan, to get it ASAP. That was Thursday
morning and afterwards I had breakfast at the beach followed by an enjoyable day in town selling cards. The
technician hadn't said a word about what we were seeing in the scan (but clearly it was no baby!) She advised
me to wait for my doctor to see the scans and talk to me next day.
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It was on Friday morning (3 days' ago) that things started to happen very quickly. The first sign of trouble was
before breakfast when the surgery rang to say Dr Luthy wants me to bring my partner along to my appointment
(!!) When we saw her she said it was not fibroids but a 16cm diameter “mass” that appeared to be growing out
of an ovary. It was probably pressing on my veins and causing the ankle swelling. I should immediately have an
ultrasound scan of my leg vein to rule out DVT, then go for a CT scan of my torso to get more information
about the mass. So I rushed around on Friday from one appointment to another and then went back down to
Cairns for the CT. By this time the scan reports were being sent straight to the gynae oncologist in Brisbane and
when I walked out of the medical centre in Cairns I received a call from the Mater to tell me they're ready for
me so get myself down there!! This was all in one day – a bit of a bombshell!

It was a hectic weekend changing our family's plans over and over, canceling my Woodford performances and
our Christmas bookings and all the other things planned with the extended family, packing up, battening down
for cyclone season, talking, crying and wondering...

I must say I am feeling really well and I think I'm pretty fit. I've been preparing for my “aerobic folk dance”
workshop by dancing in the garden at 6am for the last couple of weeks.

I am fortunate to have the most wonderful husband, son and daughter, sister, Mum and extended family and
friends and I feel embraced by so much love! Thank you for your support everyone. It is really helping!
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